
1. What weather elements are covered by GK Weather Protect?
a. Rain, Hurricane Winds, Drought 

2. What are the triggers for each element to ensure policy payout?
a. Rain - Extreme rain falls for a 3 day period or you have a sustained rainfall over a 12 day period
b. Hurricane Winds - Once your farm, boat or livelihood is within 25 miles of hurricane wind
c. Drought - 2 weeks with abnormally low amount of precipitation for that region

3. Why is GK Weather Protect Relevant?
a. In creating this product, GK Insurance researched and interviewed farmers and fisherfolk to understand their 

fears, concerns, and historical losses. 
b. Data was also collected on the historical losses in Jamaica associated with the weather elements covered under 

this policy coverage.
c. That data in turn was evaluated, and cross-correlated with historical losses to test applicability in the Jamaican 

market.

4. What is the cost of GK Weather Protect?
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5. Why is pricing broken down to Season 1 and Season 2?
a. Each season represents the period most associated with the weather elements covered under the GK Weather 

Protect policy. By creating seasons for coverage, the farmer or fisherfolk has the flexibility to choose which 
season or peril they would liked to cover based on their crop, fish farming and times for harvest.

6. Each parish experiences different weather. How are the regions grouped and how 
does that affect payout?
a. To simplify policy pricing, distribution and threshold setting, parishes with similar climatological trends were 

grouped together into regions. An overhead view of the regions is as follows:

7. Where can Weather Protect be purchased?
a. Phone: 888-429-5454
b. Visit: 8 GKI locations islandwide
c. Visit: www.gkweatherprotect.com

terms and conditions apply
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Pricing and structure for Drought 
available upon request.Drought

Prices based on region, call for quotation.

Prices based on region, call for quotation.
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